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But Lin Fan just smiled unmovedly:

“I didn’t do anything wrong again, why should I apologize?”

This idiot!

Xu Yourong was so angry that he wanted to jump his feet, how could

there be such a stupid guy.

Is right and wrong still important now?

The key is that Lin Fan hit someone who shouldn’t be hit, and his

group is about to suffer a huge loss, but at this time Lin Fan still cares

about right or wrong?

Too naive!

There is no big picture at all!

Children speak right and wrong, but the adult world speaks of interests.

At this time, Ouyang Feifei was completely furious, took Wan Lishi’s

hand, and cast a resentful look at her.

Wan Lishi nodded and signaled Ouyang Feifei to be relieved, and then

her face was cold:

“Director Xu, we are very dissatisfied with your attitude here. If you

can’t come up with a suitable plan, then we have to terminate the

contract! We will shove everything out of today!”

“At that time, don’t blame Ouyang Feifei’s fans for being merciless!”

just!

When Lin Fan heard this, he suddenly laughed angrily:

“Welcome to cancel the contract, you can go away!”

Lin Fan’s words almost frightened Xu Yourong to faint, and she

immediately roared in extreme anger:

“Lin Fan, you shut up! You don’t look at your own virtues. Is there a

place to speak for you?”

The number of Ouyang Feifei’s fans is so terrifying, now it has

exceeded 30 million. If she posts Weibo at this time, it will be a

devastating blow to them!

Lin Fan patted his butt and left. Wasn’t they unlucky in the end?

Xu Yourong didn’t want to make such a big problem under her hand

just after taking office.

Then, Xu Yourong begged Ouyang Feifei with a smile:

“I don’t know what kind of explanation do you want?”

Seeing Xu Yourong’s attitude, Ouyang Feifei immediately clamored

triumphantly:

“It’s very simple, let this guy knock me a few times, then let me slap

him, and then you fire him, that’s it!”

Ok?

Xu Yourong couldn’t help frowning at this moment, and felt that

Ouyang Feifei’s request was a bit excessive.

But in the end she wanted to continue struggling, and said in a pleading

tone:

“Ms. Ouyang, I will expel him according to your request, and then our

group will be solely responsible for the medical expenses of your

injury, and we will add another 20% to the remuneration of the original

contract as compensation.”

“But I ask you to take back the two previous requirements, how

about?”

what!

Ouyang Feifei and Wan Lishi suddenly became angry. Xu Yourong did

not hesitate to offend them in order to protect a worker?

Still waiting for Wan Li to speak, Ouyang Feifei took the lead in

howling like a shrew scolding the street:

“Impossible! He has to kneel, or I will terminate the contract and

explain this to my fans at the same time!”

“Let them condemn your DC Pharmaceuticals together. I heard that

you have recently released new products, right? If there is a public

relations crisis at this time, your group is afraid that it will lose a lot of

money, right?”

This is already a complete threat!

Ouyang Feifei has also lost her mind, anyway, she wants Lin Fan to

kneel in front of her like a dog to apologize.

No one can beat her Ouyang Feifei!

Xu Yourong sighed, knowing that if you don’t satisfy Ouyang Feifei

today, you can’t let it go.

She turned her head back, the hatred in her eyes, as if she wished to

slash Lin Fan thousands of times.

“Lin Fan, kneel down immediately! Apologize to Miss Ouyang!”

The thing was caused by this bastard, and of course he had to solve it.

But Lin Fan still had that disdainful attitude, and sneered:

“I said, since I didn’t do anything wrong, then I won’t apologize!”

“you!”

Xu Yourong jumped like a thunder, he really had the urge to kill Lin

Fan, making them so miserable, dare to say that he was wrong?

At this time, Xu Yourong had completely lost his patience!

Looking at Lin Fan coldly, he said murderously:

“Toast and not eat fine wine, right? If that’s the case, then don’t blame

me for being cruel!”
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